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Descriptive Inventory

SC 1915     SMITH, Edmond

1 folder. 1 item. 186?. Original and typescript.

2009.4.55

CATALOG CARD

SC 1915  SMITH, Edmond

Letter from Union soldier Smith, Louisville, Kentucky to a female friend, Annie, describing his regiment’s reception in Louisville and his reaction to negative comments besmirching his character. Written on letterhead with the word “UNION!” printed in red and blue ink along with an eagle holding a shield decorated with stars and stripes.

1 folder. 1 item. Original and typescript.

2009.4.55
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Civil War, 1861-1865 – Letterheads – Union
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Letters
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Louisville – Comments about Confederate sympathizers – Louisville – Comments about Courtship, 186?
Louisville – Civil War, 1861-1865 – Comments about
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